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Abstract: Off late, biometric modes of authentication have become pretty famous. People use their fingerprints to unlock their devices. They use their faces to unlock their devices. However, using voice recognition for unlocking has not being accepted for wide use. We were curious to see why that is and if there are downsides to that, would we be able to figure out workarounds for that.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The project can be considered a crossover of two major industry standards. Those are authentication and voice recognition. Authentication has been in use since pretty long now and voice recognition has just now gotten attention. So, these methods together will be used together to firstly, accept a voice clip and separate the contents into the voice and noise and secondly, compare the uploaded voice with the ones stored in the cloud after registering. If the voice exists in the database, we log them in. Else, we don’t. This paper will delve into how we set our methods to authenticate them.

II. MOTIVATION

Analysing an audio clip as well as getting and understanding its characteristics has been a point of interest recently. Many individuals as well as small-to-large organizations have been recently focusing on developing technology that can read and apply properties of audio and especially voice.

Such analyses and implementations can provide useful information to us about audio, and how they can be used in a wide range to applications that we use every day as part of our lifestyle. The voice is something you are, and uniquely defines you and your characteristics. This can help people and organizations introduce more such platforms that use Voice Authentication, and thus make the users’ life easier while maintaining (or even strengthening) the level of security.

Digital devices are nowadays an essential part of our everyday life, as they are used for a variety of applications. Performing biometric authentication through devices can provide a stronger mechanism for identity verification as the two authentication factors, “something you have” and “something you are,” are combined.

III. RELATED WORK

1. IBM uses Voice recognition and feature extraction for their services in IBM Watson (for example- Text to speech)
2. Apple, Google, Microsoft and Samsung use Voice Recognition and to some extent- Authentication too in their virtual assistants, named Siri, Google Assistant, Cortana and Bixby respectively.
3. Amazon Echo is a small smart speaker which performs actions of the user by listening to voice commands.
4. Nuance has developed an Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system that uses Voice Recognition.

IV. LITERATURE REVIEW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SR NO.</th>
<th>Paper Title</th>
<th>Paper Theme/Idea</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Unsupervised feature learning for audio classification using convolutional deep belief networks</td>
<td>Application of convolutional deep belief net- works to audio data and evaluate based on the results in order to get things working</td>
<td>A single CDBN feature representation can achieve high performance on multiple audio recognition tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Deep Learning for Audio Signal Processing</td>
<td>Review of the latest deep learning techniques for audio signal processing</td>
<td>Compared to conventional approaches, this deep neural networks usually require</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3 An Introduction to Audio Content Analysis Applications in Signal Processing and Music Informatics
   Overview of ACA techniques and applications
   Lack of large-scale training data will continue to impact the progress and methods applied to audio content analysis.

4 librosa: Audio and Music Signal Analysis in Python
   Design of library along with techniques
   There is room for improvement of efficiency and accuracy

5 Biometric Audio Security
   Introduced us to a technique called additive synthesis, along with a predefined value of harmonics.
   Provided us with a new way to think and rate the audio based on the additive synthesis and allowed us to give a value to the waves.

6 Audio Data Analysis Using Deep Learning with Python (Part 1)
   How to process audio and analyse it using Python and find out various characteristics of the audio samples
   Audio can be analysed with Python by leveraging various libraries like Librosa and it’s unique features can be found

V. CONCLUSION
The use of voice recognition in our project will be that it will play the role of the user’s credential. Typically, people use passwords, fingerprint sample as credentials. Our aim is to use voice samples as credentials and then let users login to systems using just their voice, an identity that nobody can steal from them and that they don’t need to worry about forgetting after a few months.
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